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Introduction
Over the past four decades, many studies on the guidance of planetary descent have been extensively reported in the literature [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . Among those approaches, the tangent optimal guidance law [4, 5, [7] [8] [9] has been investigated widely. The advantage of this steering law is that it is derived from optimal control theory, therefore it can achieve fuel optimal (suboptimal).
In general, a closed form solution for this guidance law cannot be found for the full model [5] . An effective method to approach the optimal solution is restricting the acceleration profile in a polynomial function in each axis [4, 5, 7] , the analytic equations of velocity and position can be integrated from the acceleration profile. Therefore, the guidance acceleration can be solved from boundary conditions. Another method is developing a closed form solution for the simplified model of the full model initially, and then designing a control law to track the developed closed form solution [8, 9] .
However, much of above-mentioned works assume the actuator to work perfectly. In fact, the actuator is often subjected to saturation, while actuator failure may also occur. Therefore, the derivation of a controller for planetary optimal descent in the presence of input saturation and failure is an important issue.
To connect the theory studies and engineering practice, this paper proposes an adaptive backstepping control law to track the optimal descent orbit and attitude trajectories. It is shown that this control law is robust against the input saturation and unknown bounded disturbance. Such a control law enables the concept of embedded autonomy within lander system as it is able to cope with thruster failures without requiring the on-board monitoring 2 systems.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, the dynamics of the descent are presented. In addition, the optimal linear tangent law and a closed form solution based on a simplified model are also introduced in Section 2. Section 3 develops an adaptive backstepping controller for a class of nonlinear system with multiple input in the presence of input saturation and failure. Thereafter, the optimal descent control law is illustrated in Section 4. Section 5 shows the simulation results and discussion. Finally, conclusions are provided in Section 6.
Optimal Descent
The dynamics of descent can be described as follows [4] ,
where, µ is the planetary gravitational constant, [r, φ, λ] ⊤ describes the lander's position with the polar form, V = [u, v, w] ⊤ describes the lander's 3 velocity in vehicle carried local vertical frame F H [9] ,
is the thrust vector expressed in F H , T is the thrust vector magnitude, ψ B is lander's yaw angle, α B is lander's pitch angle, m is the lander's mass, Eq. 1g
is the mass flow equation with I sp the lander's specific impulse (impulse per unit weight-on-Earth of propellant) and g E the gravitational acceleration on the Earth's surface.
For a landing mission in which boundary height and velocity are specified, it is well known that the tangents of the optimal attitude angles are linear functions of time which can be described as follows [4, 5] ,
where, a i (i = 1, 2, 3) are unknown constants to be solved.
Neglecting small terms −v 2 /r tan φ, uw/r, uv/r tan φ, and uw/r in Eq. (1) which are high-order terms in the normalized form, expanding the dimensionless thrust acceleration and gravitational acceleration, and the cosine of attitude vertical angle to a high-order polynomial, the optimal landing trajectory can be solved as a closed form [9] ,
where u i , w i , and h i are functions of unknown constants a i (i = 1, 2, 3), and subscript d indicates desired values. Therefore, the unknown constants a i (i = 1, 2, 3) can be solved from boundary conditions of height and velocity and the closed form guidance trajectory can be solved as well.
Adaptive Backstepping Control
The backstepping control law is well suited to spacecraft slew control [10] [11] [12] . However, few of them addressed the problem of input saturation and failure. In [13] , an adaptive backstepping control was developed to cope with input saturation. But it is only for a single input system which limits its application. In this section, a general adaptive backstepping control law for a class of system with multiple input is introduced using matrix theory and Lasalle-Yoshizawa theorem, especially for the orbit and attitude tracking of the landing system. It will be shown that this control law can be used for descent guidance and control which enables the concept of embedded autonomy to cope with input saturation and failure. In addition, it will be also shown that this control law can restrain the unknown bounded external disturbance by updating its gain to estimate the disturbance's bound.
Consider a class of dynamic systems with the form oḟ
where x 1 ∈ R n 1 and x 2 ∈ R n 2 are the state variables, f 1 ∈ R n 1 ×n 2 is a matrix of continuously differentiable nonlinear functions, f 2 ∈ R n 2 is a known smooth nonlinear function, d is a unknown bounded time-varying disturbance or an uncertain term, u ∈ R m is the actual control input and B 0 is the coefficient matrix of control input.
In practice, if the control input is subjected to saturation and control failure may occur, the actual input u can be written as
where u c is the command input, sat(·) is the saturation function and f a describes the failure mode.
A control law is now required with the property that all states of the system in Eq. (5) are bounded and stable at x 1 , x 2 = 0, i.e., x 1 , x 2 → 0 as
It will be shown that the control law for command input
possesses these properties, where B † 0 is the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse of B 0 ( The definition of Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse can be found in Ref. [14] ), F 2 is a positive definite matrix, 0 <f 3 <f 2 andf 2 > 1/2 is the minimum
is a positive definite 6 matrix, d 0e is an estimate of ∥d∥ which is obtained froṁ
where q > 0.
Next the derivation of the control law will be given. The following transformation is introduced to compensate the effect of input saturation and failure:
where λ 1 and λ 2 are virtual states, p is the virtual control, which is designed as,
and K 1 is chosen that
is a positive definite matrix. The virtual states λ 1 and λ 2 are chosen to satisfy the following equations:
where ∆u = u − u c and F 2 is a positive matrix. The initial values of λ 1 and
The candidate of Lyapunov function is chosen as,
Substituting Eq. (10), Eq. (8), Eq. (11) and control law Eq. (7) into the derivation of V 2 along with z system, the following inequality is derived,
wheref 1 > 0 is the minimum eigenvalue of F 1 . To use LaSalle-Yoshizawa Theorem [13] , the designed parametersf 2 andf 3 are chosen asf 2 >f 3 > 0.
Using LaSalle-Yoshizawa Theorem, it is shown that
To see the convergence of x 1 , x 2 , the candidate of Lyapunov function of λ i (i = 1, 2) system is chosen as,
Then, the derivative of V λ along Eq. (11) can be given bẏ
If no input saturation and failure occur, ∆u = 0. Using LaSalle-Yoshizawa Theorem, it is shown that lim t→∞ λ 1 = 0 and lim t→∞ λ 2 = 0. Then, from
Eq. (14a) it is seen that lim t→∞ x 1 = 0. Thereafter, from Eq. (10) it is seen that lim t→∞ p = 0. Then from Eq. (14b), it is shown that lim t→∞ x 2 = 0 since p, λ 2 → 0 as t → ∞. Therefore, the asymptotic tracking is assured. 
To use Lasalle-Yoshizawa Theorem, the design parameterf 2 is chosen as f 2 > 0.5 such that the second term of the above equation is negative.
Integrating Eq. (17), the following equation is given
From Eq. (13), it is shown that
where
with z 1 (0) = x 1 (0), and 
Eq. (11) z system Eq. (9) Eq. (8) d0e
Eq. (10) Furthermore, the performance of control can be improved by increasing the parametersf 1 andf 2 . For sufficiently largef 1 andf 2 , then x 1 , x 2 → 0 as
The flow chart of the implementation of the controller is shown in Fig. 1 . Therefore the controller Eq. (7) can be implemented. The robustness against bounded external disturbance in the controller design can be seen in Eq. (7) and Eq. (8). As seen from Eq. (7), the bound of the disturbance (∥d∥) is an estimated parameter in the controller, and the implementation of controller does not depend on the exact value of ∥d∥ but its estimation ∥d 0e ∥. The proposed controller can cope with the bounded time-varying external disturbance by updating the parameter ∥d 0e ∥ from Eq. (8) although the exact value of ∥d∥ is unknown.
Optimal Descent Control Law
Now that the general control law has been presented, an adaptive backstepping control law is developed. The design of navigation system is not considered in this paper. It is assumed that the values of states can be obtained from the inertial navigation system and the control law is to track the predefined profile in Eq. (4).
For the orbit tracking, a height error and velocity error are defined as
, respectively. Then the error equation of height and velocity can be written as,
where a h = [0, 0, −1], d o is nonlinear terms, and
The saturation function can be written as
where u co is the command input for orbit tracking, T max is the saturation level of thrust and u norm is the nominal control input which can be described as follows,
Furthermore, if 30% of thrust is assumed to fail at the midpoint of descent, the actual thrust level equals command thrust level when t ≤ t f /2 and the actual thrust level is 70% of the command thrust when t f /2 < t ≤ t f .
Using the special continues function tan −1 to approach this characteristic, the failure mode can be written as [3] ,
where T a = 0.7.
It is shown that Eq. (22) is of the form of Eq. (5) with 
where, J is the inertia matrix of lander, S(•) is cross-product operator [10] , M is the control torque,
with L BH the rotation matrix from F H to F B and ω If each axis of torque is subjected to saturation, the saturation function can be written as
where i = x, y, z, M c is the command control torque and M max is the saturation value of torque.
It can be seen that Eq. (27) is of the form of Eq. (5) with x 1 = e q , x 2 = e ω ,
The controller can be implemented directly as well.
Results and Discussion
In this section, a numerical simulation of a sample lunar soft landing
scenario is given to demonstrate the proposed control law. Nominal initial conditions of optimal descent are h 0 = 15 km and V 0 = [1609.08, 100, 0] m/s.
The initial height error is set to be 100 m and initial velocity error is set to [2, 3, 5 ] ⊤ m/s. Since the terminal guidance will be used following the optimal guidance, the terminal height of optimal descent is specified as h f = 100 m to allow for a further study of terminal descent and the terminal velocity is 
Conclusions
An adaptive backstepping controller for optimal descent is presented which is shown to be robust to compensate the input saturation and bounded time varying external disturbance. For practical implementation, the states It is also worth noting that by using the embedded autonomy that the realworld system is actually not that different to an ideal one as the control must autonomously correct for the ideal worlds lack of perturbations as much as it should for the real-world perturbations. The future work would focus on a hardware-in-the-loop simulation, i.e. to run the algorithms on an actual flight processor, and perhaps in a high-fidelity simulations environment capable of performing monte-carlo campaigns.
